Abstract-We propose and analyze a distributed control law that will maintain prescribed local properties of a wireless ad hoc network in the presence of node mobility, MAC layer power control and link fades. The control law uses a simple and intuitive power adaptation mechanism. We consider as an example the topology requirement of maintaining the out degrees of each node at prescribed values and keeping the in degree close to the out degree. The topology objective is achieved by adapting the transmission power based only on local information. This power adaptation algorithm is analyzed using the o.d.e. approach to stochastic approximation. Simulation results verify the analysis and demonstrate its effectiveness. We also study the ability of the proposed objective to maintain connectivity. Although many heuristics are described in the literature to maintain local topological properties, the algorithm proposed in this paper is the first one that has proven convergence properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power control in ad hoc wireless networks can be used by different layers of the communication stack, possibly simultaneously. At the physical layer it can be used to maintain channel quality (for example, bit error rates through signal to interference ratio) at acceptable values by adjusting the transmission power. This has been addressed extensively in the context of cellular or infrastructure based networks. See, e.g., [8] . Power control can be used to reduce MAC latency [17] by using, if possible, lower power levels to connect to neighbors without disturbing ongoing transmissions that have forced it to not transmit by a CTS of the CSMA/CA MAC layer protocol. Transmission power determines the radio range of a node thereby defining its connectivity and hence the topology of the network. Thus power control can also be used for topology control by the network layer [22] , [21] , [25] , [9] , [13] , [14] . Power control can even be mapped to the transport layer where it can impact the congestion control algorithms [18] . [22] , [21] , [25] , [9] describe a local topology objective to achieve a connected network. The topology so obtained is further optimized by eliminating the links to nodes that can be reached in multiple hops with less power.
Our goal in this paper is not to propose a new local property objective. Rather, it is to obtain a control law that will maintain the prescribed objective to obtain the 'working topology' in the presence of changing network conditions. We describe and analyze such a control law based on power, and hence range, adaptation. This control law is aimed at maintaining the prescribed local property objective while the number of active nodes and their locations change, due possibly to MAC layer energy conservation algorithms that switch off a node's radio when it is inactive [23] , node movement and channel conditions. We note that there are many heuristics described in the literature to maintain local properties, e.g., [21] , but, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first algorithm that has proven convergence properties.
The power control algorithm that we propose is in the spirit of adaptive 'learning' schemes of adaptive signal processing and makes incremental corrective adjustments to the transmission power and hence the transmission range, based on a noisy 'error' signal that is calculated using only local information. It does not aim to find an exact or near-exact optimum transmission range. Thus our treatment of the problem is along the lines of a 'regulation' or 'tracking' problem in control where the objective is to stay close to a prescribed operating point (here the prescribed local property objective) rather than to achieve an optimum. The optimality is built into the choice of the local property objective. The simple scheme can be seen to be totally distributed and extremely easy to implement. The scheme has overtones of the transmission power adaptation scheme of [8] that is aimed at maintaining a specified SIR at the receivers using a distributed control scheme. In our analysis we use only some very gross properties of the scheme such as some natural monotonicities that arise, and do not require the detailed structure of the adaptive scheme. This makes it very robust with respect to the modeling assumptions and hence a potentially powerful tool that may find applications well beyond the present scheme.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we review existing local topology objectives and in Section III we describe the power adaptation scheme with reference to one topology objective and the analysis of the algorithm. Section IV presents some numerical results from simulations. We conclude with a discussion in Section V where we discuss some implementation issues, performance implications of the topology control scheme and application of the controller to achieve other local topology objectives.
II. LOCAL TOPOLOGY OBJECTIVES
There are several recent proposals that determine the transmission power for each node to achieve a local topological property. In the following we summarize these algorithms and the key assumption in these algorithms. [22] determines the geographical area in which each node should search for neighbors. This requires that each node be able to obtain the location information of the nodes in its neighborhood. [25] requires that the transmission range of each be such that it has a neighbor in every sector of angle . This requires that each node be capable of obtaining the directional information of its neighbors. [9] describes the power aware routing optimization (PARO) algorithm in which a node asks its neighbors to reduce their transmission range if it sees them transmitting to nodes that are further than itself in the same direction, since such nodes can be reached through it with lesser total power. This is similar in principle to that of [22] in that the power is decreased if there are neighbors that can relay. In [9] power reduction is initiated by the "relay node" while in [22] it is initiated by the transmitter. Clearly, like the algorithm of [22] , this algorithm also requires that a node know the location of its neighbors. [21] describes a centralized algorithm to obtain the transmission range of each node to achieve ¡ -connectivity in a static ad hoc network. While a centralized algorithm is clearly not very practical, an interesting practical suggestion in [21] is to maintain the degree of each node in a prespecified range. This imposes minimal requirements on the node and is clearly easy to implement. We will discuss this objective in some detail because our topology control algorithm will be described with reference to this objective. [26] provides an interesting recent result in support of the objective of [21] to keep the degree of each node at a prescribed value. [26] shows that for a static network obtained by deploying the nodes randomly, if each node is connected to
nodes, then the network is asymptotically connected. Earlier, [15] had reported that if the nodes in a multihop slotted Aloha network are distributed according to a Poisson process in two dimensional space, simulations indicated that when the nodes transmit with a range such as to have an average degree of five, the network almost always connected. [15] also claims that maintaining an average degree of
maximizes the throughput of the network. From the preceding discussion, we can argue that each node maintaining a prescribed degree would be a good objective for a local topology control algorithm. Thus we describe our topology control algorithm with reference to maintaining the degree of node " around a prescribed level, say
Nonhomogeneous
¡ # % may be useful when the nodes are heterogeneous and/or the node distribution is nonuniform in the operational area. Other local topology objectives are discussed in Section V-C.
If the transmission range of the nodes in a wireless ad hoc network is not homogeneous, some of the links in the network will be unidirectional. Thus ¡ # % above is actually the out-degree of a node. Although most well known ad hoc network routing protocols like the dynamic source routing (DSR) protocol [12] or the adaptive on-demand distance-vector (AODV) routing protocol [20] operate correctly in the presence of unidirectional links, the MAC layer performance can be affected.
In fact, the 802.11 CSMA/CA protocol is expected to work less efficiently with asymmetric links because the handshaking required before transmission, the acknowledgments at the end of a packet transmission and the collision avoidance algorithm assume bidirectional links. However, there is no known study of the effect of asymmetric links on its performance. Thus we propose that the power adaptation algorithm should also attempt to minimize the asymmetry between the in-and outdegrees and make the links bidirectional. This requirement is in addition to keeping the degree at a prescribed level. We reiterate that the choice of ¡ # % is not being investigated in this paper although some pointers to its selection are discussed above. We remark that if the node distribution is nonuniform, then the common transmission range required to keep the network connected may be quite high and can therefore reduce the capacity of the network [13] , [14] .
We mention here that a different approach to power and topology control is the COMPOW protocol [18] , [13] , [14] . It prescribes that each node obtain a routing table for each possible power level and the lowest power that makes the network connected is chosen as the operating power.
III. THE CONTROL LAW
We assume that at time
1
. Since the transmission range is a direct function of the transmission power, we will consider range adaptation to imply power adaptation and deal only with the range. Let be the prescribed outdegree for node " which is to be achieved through transmission power adaptation. We will assume that the transmission range can be varied continuously in the interval
adjusts the power at times
according to the adaptation equation is the projection onto the interval
being the maximum range which the node can achieve and % a small number corresponding to the minimum range which the node should have. Thus
w is a weight factor. The idea is as follows. The adaptation equation will strive to maintain the term inside the outer square brackets in Eqn. (1) near on the average. The term in the first inner square bracket will increase the transmission power if the out-degree is less than the prescribed value and decrease it otherwise. The term in the second inner square bracket will increase the transmission power if the out-degree is less than the in-degree and decrease it otherwise. Using an odd integer for @ ¥ will enhance the difference between the actual and desired values and will make the convergence faster, likewise for Y . Ideally, the terms in both the square brackets are to be maintained near , i.e., the out-degree should be equal to the prescribed value and the in-degree should be equal to the out-degree. The proposed scheme does not ensure this a priori. However, we have arranged the two terms so that an excessively low, respectively high, out-degree should give the same sign to both the terms and thus we may expect both to remain low on the average. As we see later, simulations confirm this intuition. Note that increasing the transmission power can cause interference at other nodes thus decreasing their SIR. However, we ignore this effect and assume that the only source of interference is through collisions due to simultaneous transmissions.
Assuming a stationary environment, let
be defined by:
, where . (We are implicitly assuming that the ambient random processes such as channel characteristics, mobility patterns, the MAC layer power control behavior, etc., are quasi-stationary.) Then our theoretical analysis below shows that under reasonable hypotheses, The continuous differentiability is an assumption for mathematical convenience in our analysis to follow. It will typically hold if the underlying probability distributions have sufficiently nice densities. Note that an increase in the output power of~will tend to cause an increase in the in-degree , which will correspondingly tend to increase. Thus this condition is quite natural.
A. Analysis of the Control Law
Our convergence analysis is based on the observation that Eqn. (1) is a special case of the celebrated stochastic approximation algorithm [1] , [3] , [16] . We shall take the 'o.d.e. ' (for 'ordinary differential equations') approach to the analysis of Eqn. (1) (ibid.). The limiting o.d.e. in this case will be
To be precise, Eqn. (1) . We shall make the perfectly reasonable assumption:
, (because it pays to raise the power from which would be chosen to be 'too low to be optimal', and to lower it from a very high X which would be chosen to be 'too high to be optimal'). In this case, the driving vector field of Eqn. (2) turns out to be transversal to the boundary of
and oriented towards its interior, whence the boundary corrections turn out to be zero.
Our assumption (A1) ensures that Eqn (2) is a cooperative o.d.e. in the sense of [11] , [24] . This allows us to invoke the known results for such o.d.e. , such as:
Lemma 1: For generic initial conditions (i.e., initial conditions belonging to an open dense set) in Eqn. (2), To see this, one mimics the proof of Theorem 1.1, page 56, of [24] with weak inequalities in place of strong, in order to verify the strong order-preserving property defined on page 2 of [24] for the flow associated with Eqn. (2). The above lemma then is simply a restatement of Theorem 4.3, page 11, [24] . We strengthen assumption (A1) to:
A3 The Jacobian matrix 
converges to some point (depending on the initial condition) in . A further restriction is:
A4 The matrix 8 8 G G is nonsingular at points in . In this case, we know from the inverse function theorem that points in are isolated and thus is discrete. This assumption can be justified on 'genericity' grounds: nonsingular matrices form an open dense set in the space of all square matrices of a given size. Suppose we also impose:
A5 The symmetric part of the matrix 8 8 G G is positive definite. This restriction would imply that the map
, is monotone ( [19] , section 5.4) and thus has a unique fixed point, i.e., is a singleton, say, Assumption (A5), however, is a strong assumption, so while taking note of the fact that it permits stronger claims about Eqn. (2), we shall assume only (A1)-(A4).
Invariant sets of Eqn. (2) could include, in addition to , possible invariant sets contained in the set of initial conditions excluded in Lemmas 1 and 2. These lemmas imply that the latter form a set of first category. In addition, the stable manifolds of unstable equilibria will typically also form sets of first category. We shall thus make the following reasonable assumption:
A6 has a density w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure on l . Assumption (A7) ensures that the stationary probability under of 'bad' initial conditions for Eqn. (2) is zero. While this has an intuitive appeal, it could be ensured under weaker conditions. In turn, it can be forced by adding to the r.h.s. of Eqn. (1) extraneous i.i.d. noise whose distribution has a positive density w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure and a finite second moment. In simulations, the intrinsic randomness of the system seemed to suffice. The same may be expected in practice.
The subscript . Then it follows from Theorem 2.3 of [6] 
We have proved:
The stationary distribution of (1) [5] , where for diminishing stepsizes it is shown that the effect of such delays is asymptotically negligible.) In particular, their effect may be neglected for small ' h '. The frequency of updates depends on the specific routing protocol which can be bounded and also the traffic pattern. Also, there may be errors in the knowledge of the instantaneous values of the in and out degrees.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We now report some results from the extensive simulations carried out to test the efficacy of the proposed topology control algorithm. The focus here is the effectiveness of our power adaptation algorithm in achieving the desired topology control objective. We will compare the performance measures from a network using the power adaptation algorithm of Eqn. (1) and another network operating with all nodes having the same transmission range, and hence the same transmission power. Also, we will consider transmission ranges in our simulations rather than transmission power. This only means that we will not model the effects of multipath fading and noise while helping us focus on the performance of the basic topology control algorithm.
The simulation model is as follows. The .
We experimented with following three density functions distributes the nodes such that the nodes are biased toward being near the periphery of to choose the coordinates will bias the nodes toward being near the center of and then moves towards that point at a steady speed. It pauses at the new point for a random amount of time and then repeats the procedure. All nodes move independently of each other. The pause times are assumed to be i.i.d. with exponential distribution. We assume that the speed of all the mobile nodes is the same. In the simulation we assume that given the transmission power, every node knows its transmission radius and also its in-degree and out-degree. The mean pause time is assumed to be We remark that each node can estimate its in and out degrees from most routing protocols that are being proposed for ad hoc networks. We will discuss this further in Section V-A. The estimates will, however, be noisy because the information used in the estimation may be old. In the simulation we assume perfect knowledge of the in and out degrees at all times.
The performance measures are obtained from simulations as follows. The network is simulated for 5000 time units and then time averages of the performance measures of interest are collected for this duration. This gives us one sample of the performance measures. We then repeat the simulation for the same parameters with different seeds 50 times. The sample mean and sample variance from these 50 repetitions are reported. We would like to mention here that running the simulations for longer than 5000 time units per sample did not give us appreciably different results. Note that 'steady state' is not achieved quickly in the simulations because of the considerable dependence on the initial topology. Further, in the context of ad hoc networks that work on batteries and are typically expected to be 'short term' networks, we argue that running simulations many times for short periods of time and taking sample averages and variances as above is more appropriate than running the simulations for a long time till 'steady state' is achieved.
First we consider the transient and short term average behavior of the topological properties due to the power adaptation algorithm. In Figure 1 we show the average and transient degree of an arbitrarily selected node during 5000 units of time with
. The average degree is obtained by averaging over the previous ten intervals. Observe that the fluctuations in the degree are quite small and can be easily smoothed using techniques described in Section V. Also, the average degree is seen to be fairly smooth except when the topology changes due to a movement of this node or another node coming into the area (not shown in the figure) and the node has to adjust its transmission range. Table I shows the performance measures for a 25 node network with are shown. We also simulate a network with no power adaptation in which the transmission radius is equal to the sample average for each of the ¡ # and obtain the statistics on the degree of the nodes. Observe that for all node distributions, the average degree with power adaptation is very close to ¡ # with a very low sample standard deviation. This implies that the power control does indeed achieve its objective of maintaining the degree of each node at the prescribed value. The sample standard deviation of the transmission range in the presence of power control is small-less than 2% of the sample mean in most cases. This implies that the variation in When we compare the average degree in the network with power control and without power control, we see that for the same average transmission range the average degree in a network without power control is marginally higher, 5-10%, than that with power control. This means that we could achieve similar average topological properties with lower transmission power. However, observe that the standard deviations are higher-usually 5-6 times, and even as high as 10 times than that with power control. This means that the deviations from the average characteristics could also be significant than that with power control.
We next consider another source of topology changes in addition to node mobility. Recall that a proposed energy saving mechanism (and even recover some battery energy) is for a node to turn off its radio for extended periods of time. Further, it is also possible that the radio environment around a node is so harsh that it cannot communicate with its neighbors and is effectively 'unavailable' to the network. We now consider topology changes due to these factors. To be able to model the use of topology control in a network in which the nodes become inaccessible for extended periods of time, we consider a 50 node network in which a node alternates between 'available' and 'unavailable' states each of which last for an exponentially distributed time with a mean of 25 time units. Nodes are also mobile and follow the random waypoint model described earlier with . Movement and non availability are assumed to occur independently.
Sample mean and standard deviation of the average range in the network and the average degree are obtained as before. Table II shows these results. Also shown are the results for a network operating without power control where all the nodes have the same range as the average range in the network with power control. Observe that the network with power control is able to maintain the node degree at the specified level with very low standard deviation. However the average degree of the nodes in the network without power control is considerably lower than that in the network with power control and could be as low as nearly half of the latter. Observe also that the standard deviation is very bad and can be comparable to the mean. Thus in this case power control achieves topology control very effectively.
One of the requirements of our power adaptation algorithm was to also make the in-degree of the nodes close to their out degrees. To see how effectively this is achieved, we also measured the asymmetries in the degrees of the nodes when power control was used. In Table III the root mean square of the difference between the in and out degrees of every node during each sample are shown for the various node distribution models in the case of the 25 node network. Observe that the asymmetry is not significant and is in the range of 1-2 even for large
. We remark here that such difference can arise naturally even in the presence of constant transmission powers due to asymmetries in the channel characteristics.
A. Local Topology Control and Network Connectivity
Although the topology control algorithm of Equation 1 is independent of how ¡ # , the local topology objective, is obtained, it is interesting to study the effect of a specified ¡ # on the connectivity of the network. For nodes uniformly distributed over a unit volume in Ý -dimensions area, along the lines of [10] , it can be shown that the critical transmission radius for asymptotic connectivity of the network is . What this means is that if every node transmits with a power such that its transmission radius is ( Þ , then in the limit as becomes large, the network is connected with probability 1. However, the asymptote is approached very slowly and for finite networks, the transmission radius required to make the network connected with a high probability is significantly higher than ( Þ defined above. We illustrate this for the one dimensional network using the exact expression for the probability of connectivity from [7] . Table IV shows the probability that the network is connected when the transmission range of every node is Table V shows sample mean and sample standard deviation of the probability of the network being connected for different ¡ #
and node distributions in a 25-node network with nodes being always available. Observe that the ¡ # required to keep the network connected is significantly lower than that obtained from the asymptotic analysis of [26] -asymptotic analysis suggests that each node should have a degree of
whereas we see that a degree of 10 suffices to make the network connected with very high probability. Also observe that the probability that the network is connected is almost always higher with power control than without. However, the sample standard deviation seems higher with power control except in the case of nodes distributed with an edge bias.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A. Discovering In and Out Degrees
The topology control algorithm that we describe above needs information about the node's in-degree and out-degree. Knowing the in-degree is fairly straightforward. It has to keep track of the number of distinct neighbors whose transmissions it has been receiving. Appropriate aging of the information will need to be done to keep this information current. Further, it is obvious that any link state routing protocol or its variants where local connectivity information is flooded into the network will provide the power control algorithm with the necessary information. We will now discuss this problem with reference to the two more popular ad hoc network routing protocols: Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [12] and Adaptive On Demand Distant Vector (AODV) routing [20] protocols. We mention here that if accurate information is not possible, it is necessary to have an unbiased estimate of the out-neighbors. In DSR, nodes cache routes to other nodes in the network every time they participate or overhear the transmissions in a route discovery. Thus the nodes maintain one or more routes to other nodes in the network. From these routes is possible to find the number of out-neighbors by obtaining the number of distinct nodes that follow it in the set of routes that it has cached. Of course, information could be stale and out neighbors could have moved away. Since the opposite is also possible with new neighbors having moved in, the expectation of the error in the estimate will be zero. In AODV, the routing table entries contain the address of the next hop node on the route to every node in the network much like the traditional distance vector routing protocols. The number of distinct next hops in the routing table can be used to obtain the out degree of the node.
B. Variations
In addition to the original scheme of Eqn. (1), the following adaptation, dubbed the 'momentum method', can also be used.°% . This scheme replaces the 'error signal' driving the adaptation scheme by an exponentially weighted average thereof. This is a purely ad hoc suggestion, guided by intuition or experience from other domains rather than by rigorous theory. The earlier mathematical analysis does not apply to this in the strict sense. It is inspired by the eponymous scheme from neural networks literature. Since this is essentially a small variation of the original scheme, we expect this scheme would do as well, except that the additional averaging will lead to a more graceful finite time behavior at the expense of speed of convergence.
Another, a more practical modification to the basic scheme of Eqn. (1) would be to change the transmission power only of it changes by a predetermined threshold, i.e., discretize the steps of power change that are allowed. Once again, we expect that this would do as well. This proposal is motivated by the expectation that power control in ad hoc networks will probably be like in cellular networks with transmission power changing in discrete steps rather than continuously.
C. Other Objective Functions
We now describe how to modify the power adaptation equation of Eqn. (1), to achieve the local topology objective of [25] . Consider a node In addition to the objectives used in Eqns. (1) and (4), a more detailed 'ideal' could also be defined as long as it satisfies assumptions A1-A7 defined in Section III and the Appendix. For example, if each node has a directional antenna, each node could control its power in different sectors by prescribing an ideal degree for each sector. Another example would be for the case of a network that has two classes of nodes -relay and non-relay nodes with the former being responsible for routing in the network. In this case, the ideal for the non-relay node could be to connect to at least ¡ relay nodes.
D. Conclusion
In this paper we have described a power adaptation scheme for use in an ad hoc network at the network layer that can be used to achieve topology control objective. We have analyzed the scheme to show that under fairly general assumptions, the adaptation scheme will converge. Extensive simulation results show that the topology control objectives are indeed achieved fairly efficiently and accurately. The adaptation scheme is also fairly general and can be easily adapted to achieve other, more detailed, topology objectives. We remark once again that Eqn. (1) can be used to obtain the 'working topology' and further optimization mechanisms can be used alongside to fine-tune the topology.
